Tom’s Weekly Newsletter April 06, 2021
What a Ride in the Markets Today
Here is an intraday chart on the SPY today. It gapped down on the open yet
stayed pretty lat up until the recent Fed minutes were released then it was
strap on the seatbelt for the roller coaster ride the rest of the day.

I seriously had that funk song in my head from the Ohio Players – Love
Rollercoaster, but I didn’t sense too much love for the markets with the
volatility going on.
We are coming up on earnings season so I don’t sense volatility will settle
down and with elevated IV due to earnings I would look at selling options
strategies.
Tom Gentile
C1P: Chief 1-Percenter
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Four Corners of the Market
SPY - SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust
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TLT - iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF

Last week when I provided the image and write up on my assessment on
TLT, I said it may be basing and I said heavy emphasis on the word ‘may.’
Large in part because it is in a strong down trend and even though it
may be basing it may likely instead continue trading lower.
That is what is continuing to happen as the price it was last week when I
wrote that was 128 and it took out that price today.
It is a bullish reversal day today and if you look at the descending
channel I’ve drawn in, it had this bullish reversal day off the support of
that channel.
Any type of bounce may end up like any of the previous attempts at a
bounce and move higher in this downtrend over the date range shown;
and that is a move to the mid-point of the channel or Maybe the
resistance of the channel and a subsequent rolling over.
UUP - Invesco DB US Dollar Index Bullish Fund
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Talk about volatility.
One week it is looking like a false breakout to the upside with a possibility of
running lower and then it reverses course a week later and now formed a
bullish move and breakout of a small sideways range to the upside.
I no longer see a reason to focus on what was a triangle pattern.
I now see a box or sideways range, (emphasized by the two horizontal, green
lines in the chart image above).
This could mean a move higher is coming and if it plays out like range
breakouts tend to do, it could move higher the amount of the width of the box
range.
Beings UUP tends to trade inverse to equities, should things play out as
outlined here on the UUP, that could mean lower prices to come in equities.
USO - United States Oil Fund, LP
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Here we are a week later, and the triangle formation is in a clearer more
complete view.
Today’s bearish reversal pattern looks like it may be breaking down out of the
triangle.
I would wait a day and see if it continues lower before I get more conviction
for at least a short-term follow through lower.
Just because we are in the seasonally bullish time frame for Energy and Oil
doesn’t mean it will trade up in a straight line.
With all the talk of more aggressive rate hikes and the Russia-Ukraine war
even oil is being taken down a bit from its bullish run.
Oil stocks are expected to report positive earnings, which could be the catalyst
these stocks need to regain their upside momentum.
GLD - SPDR Gold Shares
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The ib retracement level of 50% is 176.
Though 50% isn’t a number in the Fibonacci sequence it is a popular support
level (support or resistance) that many a ib tool will have the 50% level
available in it.
I see GLD in more of a consolidation mode versus trading in a down trend.
GLD has sold off from its peak closing price just under 192, but it hits 176-177
and gets price support there.
It is not marching back to its peak high. It’s highest price on a bounce was just
under 184.
As long as it holds support it isn’t going lower, but should it break that I would
anticipate lower price, (and yes I would measure the widest width of the peak
high to support for the range it could trade lower (not that I am saying it
would do that, but one has to be prepared for anything.)
From the Desk of a CMT - Understanding Secular Conditions, CS Updates,
+ Crypto
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On March 16th, an article distinguishing market conditions during secular
bulls versus secular bears posted because, as traders, we always want to
understand the conditions we’re navigating. In terms of strength, bullish and
bearish trends exert increasing strength as the time horizon increases, so
short-term trends are weaker (e.g., hourly) and long-term trends stronger
(e.g., secular). That said, the secular trend may have a limited impact on very
short-term trading strategies. Secular trends are worth mentioning because
we haven’t experienced a bearish one for a while.
The data provided still re lects older information because it’s the distinct
market conditions we want to understand. The key summary from last article
with kudos to Ed Easterling for his great work on the topic follows:
After comparing annual returns for the stock market during secular bulls and
secular bears, Easterling noted that rallies occurring within both were similar.
It was corrections in secular bears that really do the damage. Easterling
identi ies four secular bulls and four secular bears from 1901 through 1999.
Here are some quick stats on these:
Secular Bulls: Average was 13.5 years with the longest running for 24 years
(1942-1965) and the shortest running four years (1933-1936). These periods
saw rising price to earnings ratios [PE] and in lationary environments moving
towards stability. 83% of the years were bullish during a secular bull market
with an average weighted gain of 19%. The remaining 17% of the time the
average weighted loss was 5%.
Secular Bears: Average was 11.3 years with the longest running for 20 years
(1901-1920) and the shortest running 4 years (1929-1932). These periods
saw declining to stable PEs and stable environments moving towards
in lationary ones. 42% of the years were bullish during a secular bear market
with an average weighted gain of 21%. The remaining 58% of the time the
average weighted loss was a whopping 18%.
A typical up year in the market looks similar whether it’s a secular bull or bear
(weighted average of 19% versus 21% gains). An important distinction is that
the majority of returns are up in secular bulls (83%), which is nearly double
that of a secular bear (42% up). Secular bears experience a higher weighted
average return because they tend to be more volatile.
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So, while fear is present in bearish and bullish conditions (the fear of missing
out), it is the declines in a secular bear that we usually must be most prepared
to manage.
Now for some tables and visuals to help drive this information home (from
article in 2011):
Return Characteristics for Secular Markets
Last year’s scenario analysis used Easterling’s data from 1901-1999; however,
this year I had the opportunity to download and view Dow Jones Industrial
AverageSM [Dow] data from 1915-2010 using Worden Brothers, Inc.’s
TeleChartTM service.
Easterling’s secular bull-bear designations were used from 1915-1999 and it
was assumed a secular bear has been in place since 2000. This allowed me to
view quarterly returns and annualized returns based on those quarterly
results from 1915-2010. In addition, I was able to categorize them into secular
bear and secular bull periods.
Table 1 provides a view of the results for all years, along with a break out for
secular bull years versus secular bear years. Note that bearish secular periods
tend to be more volatile, as seen by the standard deviation measure.

Table 1 Quarterly & Annualized Returns for the Dow (1915-2010) with
Statistics
Tables 2 & 3 break out the same measures so that a better feel for up years
versus down years given secular conditions can be assessed. Table 2 provides
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information on up years for all years, a secular bull, and a secular bear. Table 3
provides the same information for down years.

Tables 2 & 3 Quarterly & Annualized Returns (Dow: 1915-2010) by Secular
Conditions
Secular bears tend to have quarters with more extreme central values
(average and median) while also measuring greater annualized extremes
downward.
Please note that the value 17.4%, the median return for secular bulls in an up
year, should be highlighted in green. Figures 1 and 2 provide a visual of
quarterly data for the combined tables in scatter plot form.
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Figure 1 Scatter Plot of Quarterly Returns (Secular Bull)

Figure 2 Scatter Plot of Quarterly Returns (Secular Bear)
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Increased volatility in secular bears can be seen by the greater dispersion for
the data points.
To quickly assess quarterly returns by condition, you may also want to note
also where the points lie relative to a 0 return on the y-axis, which is denoted
by a darkened horizontal line.
Why Do I Care?
I assume the “buy the dip” approach has been workable for a while, but I think
the prospect of higher degree bearish conditions means a re-commitment to
assessing current conditions and focusing on “what is” for the markets versus
what we expect in the future (going up for a buy the dip approach).
Be aware that high implied volatilities (IV’s) can go higher, and the market can
go down for sustained periods of time.
When you assess markets, keep in mind that prices tend to go down more
quickly than up, and you may want to adjust the settings on technical
indicators you use to assess overall market conditions.
Gerald Appel, creator of MACD and author of “Technical Analysis Power Tools
for Active Investors,” had some great techniques for adjusting MACD under
different market conditions. I’ll revisit the techniques next week, all in
preparation for the next round of analysis and case studies as we wind down
the current ones.
In light of the Fed’s Lael Brainard indicating quantitative tightening (QT) could
begin as early as May, it’s reasonable to expect a change in conditions.
Make no mistake, quantitative easing (QE) supported the markets and was a
goal of the Fed; it targeted a lift to our consumer-based economy through the
wealth effect.
In its irst iteration QE held volatility in a tight range allowing upward drift to
maintain higher stock prices while eliminating fat-tail negative returns.
The more recent QE program supported the markets, but the economic
backdrop of the pandemic failed to hold volatility in the same tight range.
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I hope to update my work in this area (good to go with the Fed’s irst foray into
QE but not the current data) but May will be upon us soon.
WMB Case Study Update
Tracking exits:
1.
2.
3.

$500 max risk, $1.15 per spread
Timed exit 30 days prior to expiration
Exit for a pro it, 80% of max gain, $2.28 per spread ($1,140)

Figure 3 displays the WMB bull call spread case study details and Figure 4 the
daily bar chart for WMB with the >90-day at the money (ATM) implied
volatility (IV) line as an overlay.

Figure 3: WMB Bull Call Spread Case Study as of 4/5/2022
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Figure 4: Daily Chart for WMB with >90-day ATM IV Overlay (4/5/2022)
Note earnings are estimated to occur in 27 days; however, the longer-term
ATM IV’s do not seem to experience the same rise and crush and shorter-term
IV’s.
The case study reached a $960 pro it on Friday & Monday (4/1 & 4/4), $180
from our target. We’ll continue to monitor conditions.
DISH Case Study Update
Following a similar rhythm, here’s the information for DISH. Tracking exits:
1.
2.
3.

$500 max risk, exit for a loss at $0.23 per spread
Timed exit 30 days prior to expiration
Exit for a pro it, 80% of max gain, $1.02 per spread ($510)

DISH continues to hang in there, and this case study is experiencing losses.
With earnings estimated in 23 days (4/28/22) rising IV into earnings should
be tracked for an opportunity to exit prior to any crush that could push the
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position quickly beyond max risk. The impacts are not expected to be as
signi icant as the shorter-term IVs, but worth monitoring.
My Figure 4 displays the DISH bear put spread case study details and Figure 5
the daily bar chart for DISH with the 30-60-day ATM IV line as an overlay.

Figure 5: DISH Bear Put Spread Case Study as of 4/5/2022

Figure 6: Daily Chart for DISH with IV Overlay (4/5/2022)
Crypto Correlation – Back to 5-Year Forward
We will continue to track in lation expectations and crypto correlations for the
foreseeable. It just is helpful to see how something works (or not) in real
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time). Figure 7 provides the 5-Year, 5-Year Forward In lation Expectation
(T5YIFR) with Bitcoin prices from Coinbase (CBBTCUSD) on Tuesday,
3/4/2022. Does T5YIFR seem to lead Bitcoin? Time will help us answer the
question.

Figure 7: Daily Chart of 5-Year, 5-Year Forward In lation Expectation & Bitcoin
(4/5/2022)
The strong move up in in lation expectations did seem to proceed the recent
move in Bitcoin and merits tracking.
Regards, Clare White, CMT
Thanks for the education, Clare!
Tom Gentile
C1P (Chief 1-percenter)
Disclaimers
Stock and options trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risk.
You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the stock and
options market. Do not trade with money you cannot afford to lose.
This is neither an offer to buy/sell/ or recommend a particular stock or option.
Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Unlike an actual
performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. Also, since the trades have
not been actually executed, the results may have under or overcompensated for the impact, if any, of
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certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity. Simulated trading programs in general are also
subject to the fact that they are designed with hindsight.
No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve pro its or losses similar
to those shown.
Disclaimer of Warranties and Liabilities Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC including
employees, consultants, and editors ("Publisher") cannot and do not warrant the completeness or
accuracy of the content found in our areas, or its usefulness for any particular purpose.
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC also make no promises that our content or the service
itself will be delivered to you uninterrupted, timely, secure, or error-free. Under no circumstances
will Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC be liable for direct, indirect, incidental, or any other
type of damages resulting from your use or downloading of any content on our site.
This includes, but is in no way limited to, loss or injury caused in whole or in part by our negligence
or by anything beyond our control in creating or delivering any portion of Tom Gentile and
TomsTradingRoom, LLC.
You are agreeing that you bear responsibility for your own investment research and investment
decisions. You also agree that Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC will not be liable for any
investment decision made or action taken by you, or others based upon reliance on news,
information, or any other material published by Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC.
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC relies on various sources of information that we believe to
be accurate and reliable. However, we make no claims or representations as to the accuracy,
completeness, or truth of any material contained on our site.
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC are educational portals, providing content for educational
and informational purposes only. Neither Tom Gentile nor TomsTradingRoom, LLC are a broker/
dealer. Investors need a broker to trade stocks and options and must meet certain requirements. All
securities, futures, and investments data and ideas are offered to self-directed investors. All prices
in USD unless noted otherwise.
A full disclaimer can be found here: http://www.tomgentile.com/legal_disclaimers.html.
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